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About This Game

Place tiles on the board to match the color or symbol of adjacent tiles to create 'passages' from edge to edge. Completed
rows and columns ('passages') disappear from the board. Passage 4 is an easy to learn but challenging game that incorporates the

best elements of several classic games. It will keep you fascinated for hours. Give it a try!

Features:

More than 220 levels

3 game modes with 3 levels of difficulty

6 different graphic themes

Spoken tutorial

Great sound effects and background music
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Title: Passage 4
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Netmin Games
Publisher:
Libredia
Release Date: 13 Dec, 2016
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This was a good mod it was most likely made before portal 2 came out because GLaDOS erases her memory and i think Chell
dies. These test chambers are really hard so maybe 10 or 11 up should play. This contains new testing elements and one
disgusting thing. Other than that its great!.
С самого начала у меня было два диска, Worms 3D и Worms 4: Mayhem, достались от брата. Я считал эту игру просто
шедевром игровой индустрии. Сейчас, купив её опять, ничуть не жалею.

Отличная игра, всем советую поиграть хоть раз.
. I bought this game not knowing it's mostly for playing with friends so I would say just buy it if you have friends to play it with.
It's still fun but it would be greatly improved if there was a bit of a story for Single-players.. totally awesome this game - playing
since pre alpha.. It is really cute and the puzzles are worthwhile!. A very solid text adventure. Doesn't beat you over the head
with imposed morals like some CoG titles, and lets you have fun in your own way over the course of the story. And pirates are
just so damned fun in the first place.

There's nothing particularly outstanding about Choice of the Pirate, aside from the fact that the author consistently writes these
same kinds of above-average solid games like Choice of Kung Fu. Ms. Abbott should be considered the standard all Choice of
Games authors ought to aspire to reach if not surpass.. NICE little game, its fun to play a quick game with your friends. I like
Battlebox... reminds me to PUBG with last 16 alive.

Go ahead with this, like to see more of it

Granade binding should be right from the beginning on G

Hope to see lot of server in the future
#
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Great puzzle-game with a very nice artstyle. Good and easy riddles, a little bit short. Watch my video of the first levels or try the
demo. I recommend the game.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/y9HGjd644Q0. This game isn't an outright stinker, but it's really not very good. It's an ambitious attempt to
make a hidden-object game in a 3D environment, which doesn't entirely fail, but demonstrates that, really, the traditional image-
based approach to hidden objects works better.

It wasn't particularly challenging, even on the higher difficulty setting. It might serve better as a kids' game than for adults, but
children would probably find a few of the minigames tricky.. The classic, if you love strategy game, you will like this game but
it has not aged well.. Interesting to see where a western visual novel goes. After this showing I hope the dev makes more.

Makes really good use of lore, and themes. The decisions matter quite a bit, and is something that I see myself playing through a
few more times.. greatest game i've ever played.
i would spend $100+ if i had to. As a die-hard fan of Panzer General (PG), this looked like a good refresh. I picked it up for
$15 and I think it is worth it. I recommend the game for those who are patient as the learning curve is surprisingly harder than
you would expect with an odd challenge of movement with stacked units and the fog of war mechanic where even if you are in
the hex next to a unit with a scout unit, you have no idea what it is. Expect a lot of reloading as you learn how things work as the
"tutorial" they recommend seemed identical to the game - I noticed no extra instruction. The game could be improved with a
"boot camp" type tutorial system. Another negative is the lack of polish... one of the generals you click on prior to the third
mission, the voice over is so quiet you can't hear it and some of the tool tips are not functional. And man is it weird to hear
german dudes with weird english accents - you really couldn't find german dudes for the voice-overs? On the plus side, the
combat mechanics, the progressive campaign with unit experience & equipment carryover is really good. The HQ experience
and command points are a solid addition. The one big add I'd like to see on the gameplay side is similar to Panzer General with
defined and tracked time-frame elements. In the 2nd mission, there was a note that you had to complete the objectives on that
turn (within 24 hours) or fail the primary objective... but a tracker showing how many turns left for the various objectives and
having levels of success like PG earning more Prestige the better you perform would be really awesome.. when ever I start the
first level it crashes

10/10. Wait this isn't minecraft. I met all the girls in Tropical Liquor and I'm excited for what is to come! 
http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=1325539053. Game crashes on startup, had to press the start button like
5000 times to get my play time up to 5 mins so I can write this review. followed all the guidelines, no help from capcom, will
refund in a week before my refund time runs out if problem cannot be fixed.
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